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O.B. AMPLIFIER, TYPE 18.

Drawing

A

3935, Issue 4.

Function-This is a high-gain amplifier equalised for use with B.B.C.

microphones and designed to provide a maximum volume to line not exceeding

fa

ribbon
db.

On account of the high gain it is advisable to use screened input and output connections
and to keep the leads reasonably far apart. A good earth connection is essential.

Circuit-It is a four-stage resistance coupled amplifier with a screened input transformer;
the output is choke-capacity-transformer coupled. The volume control is connected in the
input to the second high-gain stage, and in parallel with output terminals a jack and
terminals are provided for connecting headphones or a ]ine volume meter.
Equalisation for the ribbon microphone is secured by leaving the secondary of the input
transformer unloaded to compensate for the slightly reduced response at the upper frequencies,
and by_placing a 0.02 prn' condenser in series with the 0.5 pF coupling condenser in the oubput
of the f.rst stage to compensate for the increased response at the low-frequencv encl of the
microphone characteristic.
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Jacks and a meter are provided for reading the E.T. supply voltage and the total anode

ourrent. The voltmeter resistance is included in the meter and is wired in

series with the
H.T. volts jack, and the milliammeter shunt, &cross which the Anode Feed jack is connected,
is included in series in the I{.T. supply circuit. To obtain a reading, therefore, it is only
necessary for the meter plug to be inserted in the appropriate jack.

The grid bias for all the stages is obtained from a dry battery located at the back of

the panel.
Impedances

Input impedance
Output impedance
Normal load impedance (O.B. line)

(approx.) 300 ohms
(approx.) 78 ohms
(approx.) 200 ohms

Transformers
Turns Ratio

Imped,ance Ratio

Nurnber

Input

IT.256

Ll2t0

Llr+.5

231

46.61r

6.84i r

Output

Volume Control
Loss per
of
Stud,s
Stud,
2l Down to Stud 5
Studs 5-4
4-3
3-2
2_t

No.

Total

Typ"

Resistottce
100,000 J2

P.4B

Loss on
Lowest Btud

Infinite

2 db.

3
4
6
7

,,

.,
,,

,,

Supply Data
Grid, Bias
Btage

Valae

Volts

Anode Current
mA (approx.)

I

MII. 40
MH.40

t.5

t.7

3
4

ACP

,

ACP
Total

High Tension Supply
Low Tension Supply
Grid Bias Supply (dry battery)

1.5

1.7

9.0
9.0

8.0
15.6

Iilaments

Volts
4l
4L
4L
4L

27.0

Amps.

4

200 volts
4 volts

0

-

l8

volts
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600 ohm Test Gain
Testing Conditions

.

Loss Pads key set to -60 db and amplifier volume control
for maximum output
T.M S. sending level to Loss Pads branch.
Connect Sender Output to Att In and Att Out to Gain In
Set Sender Level keys for sending -40 db and attenuator
to introduce loss of 20 db.

-60

T.M.S. seuding level

-20 db.

to

Attenr-rator branch

Gain at 1,000 c/s
Gain

at

50

c/s

I00
250
500

2,500
5,000
7,000
9,000

94

6*ldb.
-2.5 + t ,,
-1.0 * l
-0.5 + l
-t-1.0

+2.0
+3.0
+2.0

*

+
+
+

i2

Relative to
gain at

I
t

1,000 c/s.

I
t

Working Voltag,e Gain
Testing Conditions
Volume control set for maximum output. Output loaded
with 200 ohms and at a level of approximately *4 db.

Gain at 1.000 c/s

db.

96

+2

db.

db.
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O.B. AMPLIFIER OBA/8 AND ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT

General Description
The OBA/8 amplifi.er is designed as a unit ineorporating a control potentiometer and
peak programme meter with all the necessary line-switching facilities. It can be used with
either Ribbon or S.T. & C. moving-coil microphones for sending programme to line at a
maximum volume of *4 clb. An attenuator is provided in the output circuit for adjusting
the volume sent to line to either J-4 db, zero or -4db. By a special arrangement of the
circuit the programme volume indicated by tho programme meter is a measure of the approximate power (instead of the voltage) sent to line, and consequently no adjustment is necessary
in respect of the impedance of the line into which the amplifier works. The amplifi.er is
arranged to operate either from A.C. mains or from batteries.
In conjunction with its associated apparatus the OBA/8 amplifier provides a complete
equipment for an O.B. point. Each set of apparatus comprises the following:2 or 4 microphones, as roquired, in a carrying case
2 amplifiers, OBA/8, each in a separate carrying case
2 mains units, MU/3, each in a separate carrying case
I microphone mixer (4 channel), MX/18, in a.carrying case which also accommodates
the communication units and their connecting cable
I communication unit, CMU/6
I communication unit, CMU/7
I loudspeaker unit, LSU/I, constructed in the form of a folding baffle and incorporating
an amplifier, LSM/4, mains unit, MU/7, and a loudspeaker, and also housing the
associated mains lead

I set of inter-unit connectors,

cords, mains and battery corlnectors, f.vo-way mains
turret connector, including spares, and a set of spare valves, in a common carrying case

2 portable telephone sets with batteries
The general arrangement of the apparatus, showing the normal connections, is given in
Figure l. The earth connection is made to the amplifier as showu, and is extended to the
other units via the cable screens, special spring earthing clips being provided on each unit
for making the connection. The plugs and sockets used for making the connections to the
various units are all keyed to prevent improper connection, but for convenience in aligning
the plugs before insertion dots are inscribed on the plugs and socket mountings in positions
which correspond.
Each O.B. amplifier consumes approximately 25mA at 250Y and 3.5A at 4V, and
each loudspeaker amplifier approximately 30mA at 300Y and 2A at 4Y. The supplies, as
stated, are normally obtained from the respective mains units but batteries must be provided
for emergency use in the event of failure of the mains. No provision is made for connecting
batteries on the Ioudspeaker unit but battery terminals are provided on the mains units
MU/3 associated with the O.B. amplifiers. Separate batteries are required for each O.B.
amplifier. For the L.T. supply, 6Y, 40Ah batteries must be provided, a suitable resistance
being included in the mains unit to drop the voltage to 4Y at the valve terminals. n'or the

H.T., dry batteries of suitable voltage and capacity suffice.
Where A.C. mains are not available the amplifiers will be battery operated and the
battery equipment mentioned above must be duplicated.
I

lP,igwe

I

attanhed,.,1
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Amplifier OBA/a

The arrangement of the front panel of the amplifier is shown in n'igure 2 and the circuit

in X'igure 3t.
Referring to the circuit drawing, the amplifier itselJ comprises two resistance-capacitance
coupled high-slope pentode stages, using AC/SP.3 valves, with a high-ratio screened input
transformer and choke-capacitance transformer coupled output circuit.
Due to the action of the leakage inductance of the transformer, in conjunction with the
grid to cathode capacitauce of the valve, the capacitance between the wiring, and the condenser C, connected &cross the primary, the input circuit of the valve 7r constitutes a low'pass
filter cutting ofi at approximately 10,000 c/s. On the other hand, the output circuit of the
valve Vrconstitutes a high-pass filter, the choke -B/IA virtually shunting the load as regards
the lower frequeucies. Its effect is however restricted to frequencies below 30 c/s by the
resistance .B* which can be considered as shunting the choke. (The condenser Cro is merely
a blocking condenser to prevent, the D.C. component from reaching the output circuit.)
The complete amplifier thus acts as a band-pass filter with a pass band extencling from 30

to

\

10,000 c/s.

A rising eharacteristic above 2,000 c/s, required for ribbon microphones, is provided by
connecting the choke B/1A in series with the anode resistance of the valve 71 so as to increase
the gain of this stage at the higher frequencies. The response at the lower frequencies is
reduced by suitably adjusting the values of the inter-stage and output coupling condensers.
The straps AA, BB andCC, shown in the drawing, are removed before the amplifier is put
into service.
With a turns ratio r-rf l/31.6 in the input transformer and a step-up impedance ratio,
therefore, of l/1,000, and since the secondary is loaded with 300,000 ohms, the input impedance
of the amplifier is 300 ohms. The primary of the output transformer is loaded by firu and
-Eru in parallel, equivalent to 33,000 ohms, and since the output transformer has a turns ratio
of ll20 the output impedance is approximately 75 ohms.
Gain control is provided by the potentiometers -R, and r?, which consist of two ganged
elements operated by a single control. The potentiometer -B* operates by the progressive
application of negative feed-back to the valve 7r, reducing the gain in 8 steps of 2 db (total
f6 db) and operating over the first 9 studs (Nos. 35-27) of the switch. The potentiometer
.8, in the grid circuit of the output stage operates over the remaining studs (Nos. 26-0),
providing an a,ttenuation of 2 db per stud over the greater part of the range and then larger
steps to give a complete fade out. Studs 35 to 27 of. En are connected togother so that this
potentiometer remains at, full gain until stud 26 is reached, while stud 27 and all the remainiug
studs of -8, are connected together so that this potentiometer remains on minimum below
stud 27.
Negative feed-back consists of providing coupling between the anode and grid circuits
of a resistance-coupled valve via a resistance in the cathode lead so as to apply to the grid
a portion of the output which will be 180" out of phaso with the signal voltages applied to
the grid. fhe efiect of negative feed-back, as applied to a high-slope pentode valve, though
red.uci.g the efiective gain, enables the valve to handle without distortion a signal that would
normally cause serious overloading. In the case of 71 the arrangement is such that the
full gain of the pentode is available if the applied signal is rrery weak, but that as the strength
of the input signal increases, the efiective 'grid-base' of the valve is extended at the same
t

a.da.hed,

to pagc
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the gain is reduced, to enable the valve to handle the increased voltage swing applied
to its grid without overloading.
The negative feed,back is provided by the resistances .Bu and -Bu connected between
cathode and E.T. -, 8u also providing the gricl bias required by the valve. The resistance
I, has a vory high value relative to the impedance of C, in order to prevent negative feed'
back to the grid via the biassing lead. The potentiometer E, is connected across ftu and
.86 in series with the condenser Cs, and its slider is returued to the grid via the coupling
condensor Cr. When the slider is at the earthy end of .Br (stud 271 the whole of the negative
feed-back poteutial is applied to the grid and when it is at the other ond of fir (stud 35) the
oathode is short-circuited to the grid as regards A.C. via the condenser Cr.
Provision is thus made for applying attenuation in 24 steps of 2 db betweeu studs 35
and ll and then iu l0 steps of 3 db between studs ll and I with a complete fade'out on
stud 0. Under normal working conditions the amplifier must not be operated with a gain
less than that given by stud 10.
Negative feed-back amounting to 6 db is also applied in the case of 7, in order to enable
this.valve to handle the output delivered to line without overloading, and is obtained from
the resistance R* which also provides the negative bias to the valve. The correction circuit
Crfirn shunting this resistance is introducod in order to modify the frequency characteristic
oi thu feed-back in order to compensate for certain sma,ll losses in the neighbourhood of
time

as

8,000 c/s.
Decoupling for the Bcreen supply

to V2is provided by the condenser C, and for the

H.T. supply and screen supply to Y 1by the condensers c, and cn' respectively.
Meter shunts are included which in conjunction with the metering switch and meter
provided on the panel enable the II.T. voltage, the total I[.T. current and the individual
anode currents taken by Vrand, V2 to be read. When batteries are being used the L.T.
voltage also can be read.

Ihe anode current taken by valve 71 is I mA f 0.2 and that taken by valve 7,
12.5 mA + 2.0.

is

The outers of the loudspeaker jack to which the input of the LSM/a can be plugged are
connected across Rr, which is permanently included in the anode return circuit of Vz.
In the original circqit, R* was connected across the inners of the jack and was replaced
by the 2,000 O input of the LSM/4 when this was plugged up'
The revised circuit makes the anode circuit of 7, independent of the jack contacts and
the potential for feeding the input of the PPM circuit is obtained from an additional series
rosisiance Rnr. It has been established that with this rearranged circuit the output voltage
of the amplifier remains sensibly constant, whether the LSM/a is plugged up or not.
In cases where the LSM/4 input leads are very long, a capacitance efiect may be
introduced., which will afiect the high frequency response of the PPIII. If, therefore, the
PPM be used for frequency tests, the LSM/4 should be unplugged'
Tho maximum voltago gain at 1,000 c/s, working into a 600 ohm load, is 91 db. The
gain at 9,000 cis is approximately *4 db, and that at 50 o/s, -5 db, with respect to that
of t,ooo c/s when the comection circuit for ribbon microphones is in use.
The output is connectod via an attenuator controlled by a three-positiol switch. Position I
with the attenuator out of circuit corresponds to the switch position designated f 4, position 2
with 4 db of attouuation in circuit conesponds to the switch position designated 0 and
position B with the full 8 db of attenuation in circuit, to the switch position deeignated -4.
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Amplifier OBA/8 (Conttl)
The attenuator output is wired to one pair of make contacts of both the line change-over
keys and the outers of the telephone jack to the other pair of make contacts in each case.
Terminals and line and listen jacks, wired in parallel in each case, are provided for two lines
which are wired each to the travellers of one of the change-over keys. By suitable operation
of the keys, therefore, either line can be connected either to the amplifier output or to the

telephone set.

The Peak Programme Meter
The peak progra,mme meter is incorporated in the amplifier and its circuit is shorryn in
Figure 3t.
The signal is applied via an input transformer and is then rectified by a full-wave rectifier

the output of which charges up the condenser C* connected across the grid circuit of a
variable-mu pentode valve with the programme meter connected in its anode circuit. The
.meter is of theright-hand zero,quick-acting type,but is calibrated like a normal programme
meter from left to right, I to 7. By suitable adjustment of the screen and grid bias voltages
the valve is arranged to operate over the particular part of the curved portion of its characteristic which gives the required logarithmic law and with a standing feed of the correct,
value to deflect the meter to zero. The rectifier is applied to the grid in a negative sense
so that the stronger the signal the more negative the grid and the smaller the feed.
The time constant of the circuit is such that if a transient pulse is applied the voltage
attained by the condenser will rise to within 2 db of the value of the applied voltage within
4 milliseconds. The indications of the programme meter will, therefore, correspond much
more nearly to the peak levels actually present in the programme than do those of a programme meter of the old type. The return.t-ime from full deflection to ' I ' is of the order
':l'
of 3 seconds.
A switch and a pair of terminals are provided to enable an extension programme rneter
to be connected in series with that included in the amplifier unit,. A neon stabiliser is fitted
for maintaining the screen voltage applied to the variable-mu valve.
The impedance of the lines with which the O.B. amplifier will be used may vary in
impedance from about 50 to 450 ohms. Consequently if the programme meter amplifier
input were connect,ed across the amplifier output so as to regulate the voltage sent to line,
the power actuahy sent to line for a given programme meter read.ing might vary for different
lines by as much as 9 db. This is a greater variation than, from considerations of cross talk
and overloading of repeaters, Lines Department is prepared to allow. In this equipment
the programme meter input is connected across a 2,000 ohm resistance included in the amplifier
output circuit, in series with the output loading network. The voltage across this resistance,
and, therefore, the total current in the output loading network is maintained constant whatever
the impedance of the line may be. With this arrangement, for a particular reading of the
programme meter, the maximum variation in the level sent to line (measured in terms of
po\ryer and ignoring the voltage) will always lie, in practical cases, as is shown below, between

iimits of +I.5 db.

If

we denote the value of the line impedance by 75n ohms (the output impedance of the

t

attached to page 7.
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The Peak Programme Meter

(Contd,)

amplifier being 75 ohms), r will have a value lying between say 0.7 and 6.0 in all cases met
with in practice (since, as stated above, the line impedance can va,ry between values of 50
and 450 ohms). If lc is the turns ratio of the output transformer, the line impedance referred
to its primary circuit can be represented by a resistance equal to nz .75c ohms, or 30,0002
ohms, connected in parallel with thb (equivalent) 30,000 ohm resistance already connected
across the primary of the transformer. The complete output' circuit of the amplifier may
therefore be represented as shown.

If i is the total eurrent, the current in the line will

be proportional to

Oooo + Bopoo"''
i.e.,

to

't
|, *r

.

O

and the power (I'zfi) in the line will be proportional to

I
(l *z):
,i,.e.,

whence

if i is maintained

.i2.3o.ooor

t

to

30'oooi2
(1 r-CI)'z '

constant the power

in the line will vary in proportion to
t

Now, as stated,

fi

17

ca,n

a ul,

r,ary between 6.0 and 0.7, i.e., approximately in the ratio of 8 : I

fi
will only vary between approximately 0.25 and 0.125, i.e., in the
db; Uut
ffiy
r.atioof2:lorBdb.
Cglibration at O.B. Point. This should be ca,rried out only after the equipment has

or 9

been switched on for about

(f)

l0 minutes.

Adjust the programme meter to read zero bv means of the control marked Adj.
Zero (Rrr)
(2) Throw the calibration switch to the Cal position. (The LSM/4.amplifier should
be unplugged)

(3) Adjust the programme meter to read'5'by me&ns of the control marked Adj.
Sensitivity (Rru)
(4) Reritore the calibration slritch to the Normal position.
With the programme meter calibrated in this manner, the programme should be controlled
so that during loud passages the meter deflects to '7' on peaks. Under these conditions a
power volume of approximately f4 db is delivered to line when the output level switch is
in the normal position, which is designated

f

4.

Complete Calibration. If any replacements have to be made in the programme meter
circuit an accurate calibration cannot be made at the O.B. point. The adjustment already
described will, however, sufiice in case of emergency.

--_---tE;-

-r

The Peak Programme Meter

(Contil,)

The procedure for the complete calibration is as follows and should be carried out only
after the equipment has been switched on for about l0 minutes.

(I)

Set the amplifier gain control on a stud between 20 and 30, e.g., ou stud 26, and
terminate the amplifier with a 240 ohm resistance.
(2) Adjust the programme meter to read zero by me&ns of the control marked Adj.
Zero (Rro).
(3) Apply 1,000 c/s tone at a level of approximately -70 db. to the amplifi.er input
and adjust the level of the tone so that zero voltage level is obtained at the amplifier
output (measured with the high impedance amplifier detector connected across the

240 ohm terminating resistance) the output level switch being in the position
marked +4.
(4) Adjust the programme meter to read '5' by means of the control (.Bru) marked
Adj. Sensitivity.
(5) Check whether the programme meter needle follows the scale divisions over the
range from 7 to 3 when the input level is altered in 4 db steps, two above and
two below the level which causes the.meter to read'5'.
(6) If the calibration is incorrect proceed as follows:(i) Switch off the tone.
(ii) To open the scale, i.e., if in (5) the meter reads above ' 3 ' and below ' 7 ',
adjust the programme meter to read half-way between '0' and ' I ' by
means of the control marked Adj. Zero.
To alose the scale, i.e., if in (5) the meter reads below ' 3 ' and above ' 7 ',
. adjust the programme meter to read about half a division below zero on
the scale, by means of the control marked Adj. Zero.
(iii) Restore the zero reading by adjusting the Control -Ern, located on the
'deck' of the amplifier and designated Adjust Law.
(iv) Switch on the tone and. repeat (3) and (a).
The operations covered by (6) should be repeated as necessa,ry until the correct calibration
is obtained by the method o[ trial and error. Normally two, or at the most three, repetitions

will suffice.
L:-

L

The programme meter amplifier itself will now be fully calibrated as regards both its
law and its sensitivity. It therefore ouly remains to calibrate the 50 c/s supply used for
calibrating it at an O.B. point which is obtained from the heater supply. This is carried
out as follows :-

(7) Switch off the tone and throw the programme meter calibration switch to the
Cal position. Then, having first ascertained that the correct mains tapping on
the Mains Supply Unit, MU/3, is being used, adjust the programme meter to read
' 5' by me&ns of the control Brn, situated on the ' deck ' of the amplifier and
designated Adjust P.M. Cal Input.
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Drawi,ng O 6486.

Front Panel Layout of Mains Unit MU/3.
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Figure

5.

Circuit of Mains Unit MU/3.
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Mains Unit MU/3
This is a conventional circuit for obtaining an II.T. supply at 250Y D.C., 25mA, and
an L.T. supply ab 4Y, 50 c/s, 3.5A, from 50 c/s A.C. mains at any voltage between 200 and
250. An indirectly heated double-diode valve UU/4 is used to provide full-wave rectification

for the H.T. supply circuit.
A voltmeter is provided for reading the mains voltage and a switch for selecting the
appropriate primary tapping. It is important that the correct tapping should be used since
the successful operation of the amplifier and calibration of the programme meter depend
upon the application of the correct value of mains voltage. The selector switch has an'ofi'
position and is used for the mains switching on the unit. A neon lamp mounted on the
front panel is connected in series with a condenser across the mains terminals and, therefore,
glows as soon as the unit is plugged up to the mains. The presence of the condenser ensures
that the lamp will not light i{ connection is made to D.C. mains, and thus serves as a warning
against moving the selector switch from the 'ofi' position which in these circumstances
would result in the fuses being blown.
The standby battery connections are also made to the mains unit and a change-over
switch is provided for connecting the output sockets either to the supplies obtained from
the mains or to those obtained from the batter-ies. The 0.45 ohm resistance inserted in the
positive battery lead is provided for dropping the voltage so as to obtain 4V at the valve
terminals of the amplifier. The main fuses, one in each leg, are carried in a plug-in type
holder on the front panel, and a spare holder equipped with fuses is provided in a spare holder
ready for change-over in the event of failure.
The circuit is shown in Figure 4 and the arrangement of the front panel of the unit in
Figure 5.

Drawir,,g C 544L.

Figure

6.

Front Panel Layout of Mixer Unit, MX/18.

Mixer Unit MX/18

This is a four-channel balanced series fade unit. On one side, between the end of the
fade resistance and the off stop, in each case, a high-resistance, or static leak, is provided

I
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Mixer Unit MX/18

(Contd,)

to preserve continuity and so prevent any difference of potential developing between
the microphone line and the output circuit which might give rise to ' clicks ' when the microphoue is faded up.
The circuit is shown in Figure 7 and the a,rra,ngement of the front panel in n'igure 6.
At the back of the carrying case, compartments are provided for the storage of the communication units and their connecting cable.

in

ord.er

6ruT

I

ffiz

Figure 7. Circuit of Mixer Unit MX/18.
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8. Loudspeaker Unit LSU/1-Block Schematic.
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Loudspeaker Unit LSU/I
As stated, the loudspeaker unit LSU/I comprises an amplifier LSM/4, with the associated
mains unit MU/7, and a loudspeaker. A block schematic of the circuit arrange4ent is given
in Figure 8. The unit is constructed as a wooden box with the loudspeaker grille in the
front panel and with the back hinged about the middle of the top so that it can be raised
to align with the frontpanel and form a large baffle. X'or traruport purposes the loudspeaker
grille is covered with an aluminium plate. The amplifier and mains units are inserted from
the back and holes are provided in the front panel to give access to the volumo control and
the input jack on the front panel of the amplifler unit, and to enable the lamp provided on
the front of the mains unit to be seen.

Dratui,n'g

f igure

9. Circuit of Loudspeaker Amplifier

A

5625.

LSM/4.

For the amplifier, LSM/4, a paraphase push-pull circuit is used empioying two AC/SP.S
valves with negative feed-back and giving a power output of 1.5 watts. The reason Ior
adopting this rather complicated circuit was to make possible a design of loudspeaker amplifier
satisfying exacting requirements as regards gain, power output, frequency characteristic and
freedom from harmonic d.istortion, using the same type of valves as are used in the O.B.
amplifi.er.
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The input transformer has a turns ratio of L : 12.25 and, since the secondary is loaded
with 300,000 ohms, the input impedance is 2,000 ohms. The leakage inductance in conjunction with the primary and secondary capacitances forms a low-pass filter cutting ofi at
approximately 10,000 c/s. The input circuit is connected in parallel with that of the programme meter amplifier and the level is therefore independent of the line impedance and
sending level. The input voltage comesponding to a steady tone at a power level of +4 db
to line is approximately 0.7V giving 8.5Y across the secondary of the transformer. But
the input circuit of the valve to which this input is applied is connected to earth via the
output circuit in such a way that the voltage developed across the load is fed back to the
input in inverse phase.
The loudspeaker is a Wharfedale model of the permanent magnet type with an impedance
of 2 ohms. The output voltage corresponding to 1.5 watts is therefore 1.73. The output
transformer has a turns ratio of 1I5 : t so that the load impedance referred to the primary
side of the transformer is about 25,000 ohms, across which is developed an A.C. voltage of
approximately 200 giving an A.C. current of about 7.5mA.
The voltage actually applied to the grid of the valve is the difierence between the applied
input signal and the feed-back voltage and, since the valve has a mutual conductance of
approximately 7.5mA per volt, the net input voltale required to give the full output is
approximately l. The output is returned to H.T. - via the common return lead which
includes a 70 ohm biassing resistance and a 1,000 ohm resistance, across which is connected
the grid circuit of the second valve. If the first valve were acting alone, therefore, the voltage
developed across the 1,000 ohm resistance and applied to the grid of the second valve would
be approximately 7.5Y in inverse phase to the input voltage applied to the first valve. This
is obviously much more than is required to operate the second valve ; but since the output
of the latter is returned to H.T.- via the same lead, it will generate a voltage in the 1,000
ohm resistance which will oppose that due to the output of the first valve and will thus reduce
its own input voltage. A condition of equilibrium will be reached in which the net voltage
applied to the second valve will be slightly less than, but opposite in phase to, that applied
to the input of the first valve. The two valves thus operate, in practice, as the two halves
of a push-pull circuit each carrying approximately half the load.
The H.T. is applied in the normal manner for a push-pull stage to the centre point of
the primary of the output transformer, and a meter and key are provided, the meter at the
back and the key at the side, of the amplifier, for reading either the total anode currerlt,
(key normal) or the current taken by each valve. The supplies to the screen grids of the
two valves are separate and are decoupled from the anodes in the usual way, but a common
bias resistance is used. The result is that if for any reason the emission of one of the valves
should fall, the bias volts will fall and the anode current of the other valve will tend to rise.
X'or this reason the tolerance allowed on the value of the total anode current is actually less
than that allowed for the valves individually. The individual anode currents should lie
between limits of 8 and 15mA and the total anode current between limits of 20 and 26mA.
The maximum voltage gain at I,000 c/s available with a 10 ohm load connected to the
output is approximahely 23 db, while at no frequency between 30 and 10,000 c/s does the
gain differ from that at 1,000 c/s by more than +f .5 db. The full gain is not, howeYer,
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required for normal monitoring but is provided to facilitate checking line noise. A 10 db
attenuator comprising the lesistances -Iir and rB, is connected in the input circuit and is
controlled by a switch designated Att. In-Att. Out mountecl on the sicle of the amplifier
unit. For normal monitoring the attenuator should be in circuit.
It should be observed that the arrangentent adopted in the O.B. amplifier output circuit
for supplying the loudspeaker and programrne rneter amplifier irrputs (discussed on pages 5 & 6)
besides ensuring that the power to line will be practically independent of the tine impedance
also erlsures that the quality in the loudspeaker will equally be unafiected by r.ariations of
the line impedance in anv particular case over the frequency r.ange reproduced.
M27A
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Figure 10. Circuit of Mains Unit MUi7.

I)rou:irtg .-l 5628.

The mains unit MU/7 is of conventional design and provides an H.T. supply at 300V
D.C.,30mA and an L.T. supply at,4Y,50 c/s, 2A, from 50 c/s A.C. mains at any voltage
between 200 and 250. The rectifier valye is an indirectly heated double-diode, type TJTJ f 4,
operating as a full-wave rectifier.
The primary of the mains transformer is provided with tappings for mains of various
voltages. In use, the selector switch, which is available at the back of the unit when the
bafileis raised, should be set to the comespond,ing taptpittg to that u,sed, for the O.B. amptifier.
The switch has an 'ofi' position and is used for the mains sruitching on the unit. A lamp
supplied from the L.T. circuit, is provided on the front panel to indicate rryhen the amplifier
is switched on.
The arrangement, of the amplifier circuit is given in Figure 9 and that of the mains unit,
MU/7 in Figure 10.
t3
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11. Construction of
Communication Unit CMU/6.
Figure

Yiew from Bottorn.

Front Vieu.

Sectional View (along A.A).
Drawing
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Communication Units CMU/6 and CMU 17
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These units are provided to enable cue-light signals
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Fipure 12. Circuits of Communication Units CMU/6
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CMU/7.

The arrangement, of the circuits of the tw'o units is shown in Figure 12. When the
correspondingly numbered terminals o{ the two units are inter-connected it wiII be seen that
the red lamps of both units can be comrected in series with the 6V battery by closing the
contact o{ the pressel switch of the CMU/6 unit, while the green lamps of both units can be
connected in series with the battery by operating the switch of the CMU/7 unit. Thus the
red lights are used for signalling from the amplifier to the mixer and the green lights for
signalling in the reverse direction. The lamps are duplicated in each case and continuity
in the event of the failure of both lamps of a kind in one of the units is secured by shunting
them with a resistance.
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